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TOWNSEND'S SOLITAIRE

MYADESTES TOWNSENDI

DRAB-WINGED

1

DRAB WINGED ADULT

09-20-2009 10:00 AM

Yes

https://ebird.org/checklist/S62742344

SCHUYLKILL

NEW RINGOLD, DREHERSVILLE, EAST BRUNSWICK TOWNSHIP

HAWK MOUNTAIN NORTH LOOKOUT

40.641636N, -75.991395W

MOUNTAIN TOP, SURROUNDING AREA WOODED WITH EXPOSED ROCKS

20 YARDS

CLEAR DAY, CALM AND COOL

SWAROVSKI 8.5X42 EL

https://ebird.org/checklist/S62742344
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Historical list I had that was supposed to be submitted to the records committee
by the naturalist on the mountain. My observations of the bird when I initially
ID'ed it. 
Bird in the thrush size range. Approximately size of an American Robin or Wood
thrush. Sat more upright than one would expect a Northern Mocking bird to do.
Perched more like a Bluebird. Body was completely gray throughout, with wings
being a darker gray/black. Minimal brown tones noted in the wing leading to the
assessment bird was a "Drab-winged adult". No white noted in the wings while
perched, nor in flight. Bird showed a prominent white eye ring, and a stubby all
black bill (approximately 25% of head size). Noted white edged tail feathers in
flight and perched, and solid black legs. Bird never vocalized.

Ruled out Northern Mockingbird by the overall gray body, lack of white in wing,
short stubby black bill with no curvature. No blue or rufous noted in the body
ruling out bluebird species.

Sat perched briefly on dead pine. Did not provide any diagnostic movements
while perched. In flight, bird had a bouncy flight pattern (flap, flap, glide, etc)
rather than direct as one would expect from a mockingbird.

Ruled out Northern Mockingbird by the overall gray body, lack of white in wing,
short stubby black bill with no curvature and bold white eye ring. Flight pattern
was also inconsistent with Mockingbird as it was bouncy rather than direct.

No blue or rufous noted in the body ruling out bluebird species.

Bird was larger than warblers/vireos/finches in the area. Ruled out smaller
passerines primarily on size. Gnatcathcer would be the most similar species, but
showed no black on tail, nor showed white undertail coverts. Bill was also to
thick for a gnatcatcher.

Have had previous experience with species out west, as well as in NJ. There
was one other group who also got on a bird, and I have notations one individual
from the mountain top got a poor photograph of the bird. However, I do not have
contact info, nor the names of the individual. I was told that the naturalist on site
that day who gathered details from the birders who observed was going to
submit a report to the committee, but I have no accounts this ever occurred, so I
wanted to follow up with my account as I was recently uploading records into e-
bird.

Yes.  First view of the bird, it was easily identifiable as a Townsends Solitaire.
 Size immediately aided in ruling out a ton of species.  And the rest of the
markings and flight pattern sealed the deal.  

Sibley guide

Sibley guide, online photographs
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